
Your Target Market 
The Quest for your Perfect Client 

What’s your target market? 

Target marketing is a pretty well-known concept. Maybe the simplest way to think 
about it is “defining who your ideal customers are.” By knowing specifically who you 
want as a customer you’ll be able to filter out anyone who clearly isn’t and put your time 
and energy into learning the likes and dislikes, nuances and habits of those who will be 
the source of your next job. That helps you “target,” or tailor, your marketing to meet 
their needs. 

While it’s tempting to say, “my target market is nonprofits,” it’s also far too general 
to be of any use to you. Let’s go a few layers down, starting with the type of nonprofit. 

While the most commonly considered nonprofit is what the IRS defines as a 
“501(c)3,” there are nearly 30 kinds of nonprofit organization types, including chambers 
of commerce, fraternal organizations, cemetery corporations, credit unions and lots 
more. The (c)3s are notable for providing a tax donation receipt in exchange for a 
charitable gift. Most of the others can’t do that, but otherwise they’re typically tax 
exempt. For the sake of argument, and because it’s most likely, let’s just say that you’re 
working with a (c)3. (How can you find out your client’s nonprofit type? Go to 
www.Guidestar.org and review their IRS 990 tax form.) 

Is there a nonprofit function you focus on? Some functions cross a wide variety of 
nonprofits. For example, are you a fundraising expert, a finance guru, or a marketing 
maven? Even within these functions, there are subspecialties. In fundraising, for 
example, maybe you work specifically with major gifts or direct mail? Other functions 
are specific to the nonprofit field. For example, it could be that you consult on 
healthcare delivery systems, social worker training or wetlands conservation techniques. 

This leads us to what type of (c)3? Type? Yeah, what’s their mission? The nonprofit’s 
“mission” is its purpose, and what makes it different from any other nonprofit, even 
from ones that do similar work, or in the same general area. For example, how many 
churches are near you? While they’re all the same type, churches, the Last Baptist and 



the First Methodist might view their missions differently. A good nonprofit mission is 
focused (and if it’s not, maybe that’s a consulting opportunity?) 

 
As a consultant, you need not focus on any one of the above. Maybe you can define 

your target market differently? (Working with female executive directors? Nonprofits 
in a specific geographic area? Boards who have no staff?) 

 
There’s also no reason that you need to stick to a specific target market forever. Some 

consultants start very narrowly defined (accounting systems for summer camp finances) 
and expand as they become proficient in their services (nonprofit comprehensive 
administrative databases.) Others start very broadly (general fundraising) but narrow 
down to what they do best (major donor prospect research). 

 
However, you define it, your target market is that common thread that makes your 

marketing much more efficient. 
 
Let’s take three steps to define your target market: 
 
 

  



Quest Exercise 1 
 
Name three nonprofit types who use the niche that you defined earlier. 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Quest Exercise 2 
 
Identify three nonprofit missions you feel strongly about. While you may not work all the time with those 

kinds of nonprofits, you'll probably work best with those whose missions you love. 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Quest Exercise 3 
 
Define your geographic parameters for your ideal client: 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 



It's easy enough to get a list of nonprofits in your area from services such as guidestar.org, or your state's 
department of state (the typical agency who registers corporations in most states). Organizations that are 
"grassroots" that have little income or are all volunteer are less likely to use consultants. You will usually find a 
threshold of revenue that indicates an organization can afford your services, if they are motivated. 

 
 
Quest Exercise 4 
 
Using the above lists, create a “short list” of sample organizations who are likely to engage consultants 

among those that use the service you have to offer, and for which you have an affinity.  
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
Quest Exercise 5 
 
Using the above exercises, sum up the top three attributes of your ideal client:  
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 

  



Draw a picture of your ideal client. 
 
Nonprofits, like any organization, are composed of people. From your experience in working inside a 

nonprofit, or dealing with nonprofits as an employee of another organization, can you describe the decision-
maker? What is that person's background? Do they come with a degree in the field, or are they a professional 
manager? What is this person's typical age? Is it usually a man, or a woman? Are there other demographics that 
would describe this person? 

 
 
Quest Exercise 6 
 
Make an illustration of your ideal client’s decision-maker. 
 
Yes, make a real drawing. Don’t worry about how it looks. You'll be surprised at what putting a" mental 

image" in front of you will do for your ability to find that person when you are prospecting for clients.  
 
 
Your ideal client: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


